We ARE the Utility Industry’s
Surge Protection Experts
solutions@kenick.com









The team at Kenick is DRIVEN to create extremely safe and high performing products that our utility partners can deploy with confidence. Before a new product is introduced to our utility clients, it must first pass a comprehensive design review and rigorous surge
testing to verify its ability to handle small, medium and extreme surge conditions. We maintain our own research/surge testing lab
facility in Saint Petersburg, Florida and use our 100,000-Amp calibrated surge generator to develop a very robust product line for use
by our utility clients.

   



Meter Base Surge Protection

Program Managers on Staff

Hardwired Surge Protection

100% Quality Control

Plug-In Surge Protection

Seminars and Training

Home Wiring Service

24/7 Customer Support

  
"When the products we install
need to be perfect there are only
so many companies to go with.
I've never been let down with
their efforts."
-Field Coordinator
"I have it on my home, I know it
works which is why I have no
problem recommending it to
folks who call in."
-Customer Service Rep

"[Our] working relationship with
Kenick is, and always has been,
mutually rewarding and beneficial. We’ve tried other companies
and have found NO ONE’S surge
protection products compatible
with what we’ve received from
Kenick when comparing product
and price. Kenick was instrumental in helping [us] setup a very
lucrative and yet value added
service for our members. "
-Manager of Marketing &
Communicationsns

"Until this past year, our cooperative had three different surge
product lines deployed across our
system. Due to the product
quality, customer support and
customer service we have
received through Kenick, our
cooperative opted to do a
change-out of all surge units to
the Kenick product line only.
Since doing so, customer
complaints and claims filed have
practically diminished."
-Manager of Marketing and
Communications


https://www.facebook.com/Kenickinc
https://www.linkedin.com/company/kenick/


Would you like to check our references?
Give us a call and we’ll provide contact
points for you!
Ask for Tracy, 800-362-9997.
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